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Flux Line Depinning in a Magnet-Superconductor Levitation System
.

A,N, Tererrtiev,J, R. J-Iull’,L.E. De Long

Dcpanmcnt of Physicsand AstronomyUniversityof Kentucky,Lex{rrgton,KY 40506
* Energy TechnologyDivision,ArgonneNationalLaboratory,Illinois 60439

The AC loss characteristicsof a magnet-superconductorsysteniwere studiedwith the magnet fixed
10the free end of an oscillating cantileverlocatedneara stationarymelt-texturedYBCO pellet. Below a
threshold AC field amplitude%?Oe, the dissipationof the oscillator is amplitude-independent,
characteristicof a linear, non-hystereticregime, Abovethreshold,dissipationincreaseswith amplitude,
reflecting the depinnirrgand hystereticmotionof flux lines.The thresholdAC field is an order of magnitude
higher than that measured for the sameYBCOmaterialviaAC susceptometryin a uniformDC magnetic $
field, A panial lock-in of of flux linesbetween YBCOab planes is proposed as the mechanism for [he
substantial increaseof ?hedepinningthreshold.

1. Introduction
The understanding of energy losses in

magrtec-superconductor levitation systems is
important for the general utilization of
contactless bearings and for specific applications
of levitation to flywheelenergystorage [1].

One of the most sensitive techniques for
studying energy dissipation in magnet-
superconductor couples is the measurementof
the qualily factor Q of a mechanical oscillator
consisting ot’a permanent magnet movingnear a
stationary superconductor [2,3]. Tfre primary
goal of the present work was to study the
transition from a linear loss regime associated
with low-amplitude vibrations of the Ievitiating
magnet, to a hysteretic loss regime at higher
amplitudes. An additional goal was to compare
the oscillator data with AC susceptibilityresults
obtained with a SQUID magnetometer,

2, Experimental
I“hc mechanical oscillator consisted of a

permanent magnet attached to the free end of a
stainless steel cantilever arm. A drive coil and a
two-coil co-axial gradiometer (to detmt motion
of the magnet) were locatedabove the cantilever,
A large (-1 cm) melt-textured ingot of YBCO
was located directly below the cantilever and
thereby magnetically coupled to the cantilever.
Two different YBCO melt-textured
superconductors were used in the experiments,
Superconductor I (obtained from
Superconductive Components, Inc) was

hexagonal in shape with outer diameter 23 mm
and thickness 12 mm. Superconductor 2
(obtained from Argonne National Lab) was disc
shaped with 27 mm outer diameter and 6 mm
thickness. The hahvidth of the resonance curve
Amwas measured by sweeping the frequency-ci~
the driving current. The quality factor then was
calculated as Q = @JAo,where O.Lis the
resonant frequency of the oscillator at a given

drivingcurrent.

Coil system -~~

[

Figure 1.Experimentalsetup

AC susceptibility measurementswere performed
using a Quantum Design MPMS5 SQUID
Magnetometer. Small sidmplcs wwc CUI from
Superconduc~or1for the AC mcasurcmcnls. The
sampIes were cooled in a predetemlined bias
magnetic field to 77 K, and then The AC
susceptibilitydata weretaken.
3. Results and Discussion

The oscillatordissipation (l/Q) as a
finction of amplitude (expressed as AC fie[d)
exhibits two distinct regions of dissipative loss
separated by a threshold amplitude of about 2
Oe, as shown in Fig, 2. The dissipation exhibits
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Figure 2, Loss factor l/Q versus AC field
amplitude generated by the oscillating magnet
near the YBCO ingot,
afinear(non-hysteretic, ampIitude-independent)
regime below threshold , above which the
dissipation begins to increase rapidly. A
discontinuous jump in dissipation occasionally
was observed to mark the transition fiorn the
linear to non-linear regimes for Superconductor
1, whereas a remarkable jump was observedjust
above the threshold for Superconductor2.
Figure 3. shows the AC field dependenceof the
imaginary (loss) part of the AC susceptibility
obtained using the SQUID magnetometerwith a
uniform DC magnetic field. An AC amplitude
threshold separating a non-dissipative regime
(pinned vortices) from a non-linear, dissipative
regime is clearly observed in the SQUID datq
however, the threshold is less than O.i Oe, which
is an order of magnitude less than that obta”med
in the vibrating magnet experiment, The AC
field was calculated at the. surface of the
superconductor from measuremenL5 of the
motional amplitude of the cantilevermagnet and
its field gradient.

The large difference between the depinnirtg
fields obtained in AC susceptibilityand vibrating
magnet expcrimcnLsis the centd rcsuh of this
work. “l’heenhanced stability of the pinned flux
in the vibrating magnet experiment compared
with the AC case implies that the geometryof the
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Figure 3. Amplitude dependence of the
imaginarypart of the AC susceptibilityof YBCO
Superconductor1. A uniform ma~neric field of
0.1 T wasalignedwith the c-axis.
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appiiedmagn&icfield pIays an important role in
determiningthe depirmingthreshold, Indeed, the
external field is uniform in the SQUID
experiment,whereas the fluxlinesh the YBCO
are cunred in the oscillator geametry, and they
may become aligned parallel with the
crystallographicab planes of a superconductor.
At thesepohns a .’lock-in”of the vortices
betweenthe ab planes results in a strong pinning
enhancement,Thus; non-uniform flux generated
by the permanent magnet results in a higher
threshold for nonlinear dissipation in the
oscillatorgeometry.
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